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2C Light Company is pleased to announce a new venture
with EVCO Plastics
2C Light Company’s award winning Solar Light Cap
technology is sweeping the world with zero running cost,
constant and consistent lights.
“2C green technology has been proven to provide
sustainable, reliable lighting from Antarctica to the Sahara
and all points in between,” said Simon Dyer, CEO of 2C
Light Company.
Recently, the 2C Light Company premiered the 2C
Tufflite™, a new hands-free light, perfect for anyone who
works in a low-light conditions where darkened areas are
common and hazards are numerous.
“We designed the new 2C Tufflite™ specifically for the construction, transport, forestry and mining
industries to increase safety and productivity. This light is durable, shock-resistant and best off all, has
zero running costs,” said Dyer.
EVCO Plastics will be manufacturing the 2C Tufflite™ to meet the highest quality standards. A global
leader in plastic molding manufacturing, EVCO Plastics has been working closely with 2C Light for five
years producing the 2C Solar Light Caps – currently marketed in 30+ countries.
“This new joint venture will be a boon to the ever-growing awareness to the environmental solutions
that advanced green technology can provide, whilst improving the lives of people in areas with limited
resources and electricity,” said Dyer.
The 2C Tufflite™ has an industrial strength adhesive, designed to attach to virtually any surface, so it’s
perfect for hardhats and other necessary safety equipment for those in the above industries.
“This new product is state of the art, premium quality and designed for the industrial market, although
the regular consumer market will certainly find excellent and appropriate uses for our light as well. We
are very excited about the prospects for ourselves and stakeholders,” said Dyer.
For additional information about the 2C Tufflite™ or any of 2C Light Company Limited’s products, visit
their website at www.2CLIGHT.com or email info@2clight.com.

